
Breakout

Set Up
Place a 50mm Patrol Wagon marker on the centerline, touching a board 
edge. 

Players select Schemes as normal.

Deployment
This scenario uses Standard Deployment.

Special
At the end of each turn, the Patrol Wagon Marker moves 7” toward the opposite board edge by the shortest path 
possible. If the Patrol Wagon comes into contact with a model, it stops moving, then the model suffers 2/4/6 
damage and is pushed 3” directly away from the Patrol Wagon Marker. If the Patrol Wagon Marker touches the 
opposite board edge, it is removed from the game. 

Once per game starting on the second turn, a model within 1” of the Patrol Wagon Marker may take a (1) Interact 
Action to spring the Self-Righteous Man from the wagon and place a 30mm Prisoner Marker in base contact with 
the interacting model. 

Any model within 2” of the Prisoner Marker may take a (1) Interact Action to push it up to 4” in any direction. 

Victory
The Crew that springs the Self-Righteous Man from the Patrol Wagon scores 2 VP. At the end of every Turn after 
the first, each Crew scores 1 VP if they have a friendly model within 2” of the Prisoner Marker.

A Crew may score up to 6 VP from this scenario.

Shifting Loyalties
If this scenario is being played as part of a Shifting Loyalties Campaign, the first Crew to Interact with the Patrol 
Wagon Marker gains 5 Scrip. The player that lost this scenario may choose a single model that is still in play at the 
end of the game and attach the Campaign Upgrade on the following page to it.

Description
The Self-Righteous Man was captured by the Witch Hunters 
shortly after disembarking from the train. He protested 
his treatment, citing his connections with many heads of 
industry in Malifaux, but his words fell on deaf ears. They 
threw him into the back of a patrol wagon, locked the 
doors, and set off to bring him to the Guild Enclave, where 
he would be dealt with accordingly. Little did the Witch 
Hunters know that another group was determined to see 
the Self-Righteous Man walk free that day…
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Divergent Paths: This model may not be hired 

or summoned unless specifically named.



Divergent Paths
The self-righteous man will gain the following attacks or abilities, depending upon which Faction wins this scenario:

• Guild: The Guild agents that free the man apologize for his imprisonment, claiming that they didn’t 
realize who he was. In order to ensure his safety, they assign a member of the Guild Guard to him as a 
personal bodyguard. 

• Resurrectionists: During the fighting, the man reaches out toward a fallen Guild Guard with the intent of 
stealing her gun to defend himself, only to feel a surge of power as her body jerks to life and climbs to its 
feet to defend him. Using his new undead bodyguard as a shield, the man flees from the battlefield, relying 
upon her undead form to block the bullets being shot at him by his wardens and rescuers alike.

• Arcanists: As the battle rages outside the patrol wagon, the man feels a strange power welling up inside 
of him as he presses his face to the barred door and screams for someone to help him. Moments later, the 
door flies off its hinges and the snarling, wolf-like creature the man has become pounces on his Witch 
Hunter captors, ripping them limb from limb as the members of the Order of the Chimera watch with 
approval from halfway across the battlefield.

• Neverborn: The Witch Hunters shoot at the Nephilim that tear open the patrol wagon, wounding them 
and splattering the man with their corrosive black blood. Though he expects to be eaten, he finds the 
Nephilim to be surprisingly helpful as they bind the wounds that now seep with their black blood.

• Outcasts: As the armored mercenaries trying to rescue him shout across the battlefield, reminding each 
other that they don’t get paid if he dies, the man realizes that they’re only going to turn him over to a new 
captor. Hoping to slip away in the chaos of the battle, the man strips a fallen mercenary of his full-body 
armor and dons it himself, disguising himself as one of his “rescuers” and slipping away while they search 
for him.

• Gremlins: Freed from one jailer and pressed into the arms of another, the bound man is carried into the 
Bayou by laughing Gremlins, who want to ransom the well-dressed and big-hatted man off for crates of 
guns of ammunition. As he spends time with the Gremlins, however, he realizes the opportunity to be 
had and talks them into letting him go and giving him a crate of their finest moonshine in exchange for 
agreeing to sell them the weapons they want. 

• Ten Thunders: After the battle, the man’s rescuers take him to 
the Honeypot casino to recover. They buy him drinks and girls 
to distract him from the lies they whisper in his ears… and the 
blue substance that one of the servers slips into his drink.

Ill Get That Son OF A...

This Upgrade does not affect Campaign Rating.

This model gains the following Ability: 

Hunt Him Down: When playing in a Divergent Paths 
scenario involving the Self-Righteous Man, this 
model may discard a card when it activates to 
gain Fast.
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